The M V Chauhan All India Student Paper Contest provides a big opportunity for IEEE student members to come together and discuss the latest developments and future directions in the areas of Engineering and Technology.

Rules and Guidelines

1. The contest is open to IEEE student members (from India) at UG and PG only.
2. Original working prototype/research paper by the students shall only be submitted. The shortlisted papers will be called for presentation during INDICON 2017 and the shortlisted papers will be published in IEEE Xplore after fulfilling all the requirements of IEEE Xplore.
3. The number of authors for any paper should not exceed three with at least one IEEE student member.
4. A student can be an author for more than one paper.
5. Paper should be prepared according to standard IEEE double column A4 format. For details refer https://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/publishing/templates.html
6. Length of the paper preferably should be four pages and should not exceed six pages.
7. Branch counsellors are supposed to check for plagiarism and attach the following declaration form. “It is certified that the author.................. is an IEEE student member. The paper entitled .................. is his/her own work and is eligible for the M.V. Chauhan all India student paper contest 2017”.
8. In case, the institution does not have an IEEE student branch, this declaration should be signed either by a faculty member who is an IEEE member, or by the principal.
9. The paper and scanned copies of supporting documents should be uploaded on https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=mvcpc2017

Important Dates:

- Last date of Full paper submission: 30th September 2017
- Intimation of shortlisted papers: 15th October 2017

The prizes shall be awarded at INDICON 2017. The prizes are separately given for UG and PG students:

- First: Rs. 12000
- Second: Rs. 8000
- Third: Rs. 5000

For further details please contact the following members:

Prof Ramkumar J
Vice Chair (Student Activities), & Chair UP Section
email: jrkumar@iitk.ac.in

Dr Shubhangi Giripunje
Sr Member IEEE
shubhangi.giripunje@raisoni.net